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rack /rk/ noun a frame for holding
things, often used for display purposes
radio /rediəυ/ noun 1. equipment
used to broadcast speech, sounds and
data over long distances 2. broadcasting
to the public using this equipment 쑗
Radio is a powerful medium for information.
rack

radio

Radio Frequency Identification
Radio Frequency Identification

/ rediəυ

frikwənsi
a dentf
keʃ(ə)n/ noun full form of RFID
radio phone /rediəυ fəυn/ noun a
mobile two-way communications
system that can access the public telephone network
radio station /rediəυ steʃ(ə)n/
noun the place from where a particular
broadcasting company transmits its
programmes
ragged margin / r$d mɑdn/
noun an uneven or unjustified right
margin to a block of writing
RAM /rm/ abbreviation random
access memory
RAM chip /rm tʃp/ noun a chip
that stores information allowing random
access
R&D abbreviation research and development
random /rndəm/ adjective done
without any definite plan
random-access / rndəm kses/
adjective relating to the capability of a
computer to obtain information from
any memory location without having to
begin its search at the memory’s starting
point and work through it in sequence
|

|

radio phone

radio station

ragged margin

RAM

RAM chip

R&D

random

random-access

random
random access memory

access

memory

/ rndəm kses mem(ə)ri/ noun the

primary

working

memory

in

a

computer, used for the temporary
storage of programs and data and in
which the data can be accessed directly
and modified
random error / rndəm erə/ noun a
computer error which has no special
reason
random
number
/ rndəm
nmbə/ noun a number that cannot be
predicted
random
sampling / rndəm
sɑmplŋ/ noun a system of compiling
unbiased samples in a survey population
random error

random number

random sampling

Ranfurly
Ranfurly Library Service

Library

Service

/ rnfli labrəri svs/ noun 쏡
Book Aid International
range /rend/ noun a large freerange

standing bookcase in a library that is
built to hold books on both sides
rank /rŋk/ verb to put into order
according to size or merit
rapid /rpd/ adjective very quick
rare books / reə bυks/ plural noun
relatively modern books which are not
in print and are not easy to find
ratings /retŋz/ plural noun a measurement of size of the audience for TV
programmes
raw data / rɔ detə/ noun data that
has not yet been processed and
compiled by a computer
re /ri/ preposition used in business
English to refer to something which is
to be discussed 쑗 Re your letter of 12th
Sept, I can now tell you…
re- /ri/ prefix used with verbs and
nouns to indicate repetition 쑗 They will
re-order the book when it becomes
available.
rank

rapid

rare books

ratings

raw data

re

re-
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react to /rikt tυ/ verb to act in
react to

|

response to an earlier event
read /rid/ verb to look at and understand what is written down
readable /ridəb(ə)l/ adjective 1.
able to be read, also implies well written
and interesting 2. in a form which can
be processed e.g. by a machine 쑗 data in
computer-readable form
reader /ridə/ noun a person or device
that reads written or printed texts
readership /ridəʃp/ noun the
number of people who read a publication
reading age /ridŋ ed/ noun a
child’s competence in reading, measured against the average competence of
children of the same age
reading group /ridŋ $rup/ noun
a group of people who meet regularly in
a social situation to discuss a book,
usually a book that the group has all
read especially for that occasion
reading list /ridŋ lst/ noun a list
of recommended books on a specific
subject
reading matter /ridŋ mtə/ noun
anything which can be read
reading room /ridŋ rum/ noun a
room in a library where users can sit and
read quietly
Readme file /ridmi fal/ noun a
computer information file containing
instructions about how to use a program
or information on latest developments
read only memory / rid əυnli
mem(ə)ri/ noun full form of ROM
read/write head / rid rat hed/
noun a device in a disk drive that can
read data on a disk or add data to a disk
ready /redi/ adjective prepared and
able to be used or to do something
ready money / redi mni/ noun
cash in notes and coins rather than
cheques, cards or other electronic
transfer forms
ready reference / redi ref(ə)rəns/
noun easily accessible information
realise /rəlaz/, realize verb 1. to
understand what is happening 2. to
make a physical representation of an
idea as in a design
read

readable

reader

readership

reading age

reading group

reading list

reading matter

reading room

Readme file

read only memory

read/write head

ready

ready money

ready reference

realise

Really Simple Syndication / rəli
Really Simple Syndication

smp(ə)l sndkeʃ(ə)n/ noun full
form of RSS
real-time system /rəl tam
sstəm/ noun a computer system
where data is inputted directly into the
computer which automatically processes it to produce information that can
be used immediately
ream /rim/ noun 500 sheets of paper
in a pack
|

real-time system

ream

COMMENT:

For ordinary writing paper and
handmade paper, a ream is 480 sheets,
or 20 quires of 24 sheets each. For office
paper or printing paper a ream is 500
sheets, or 20 quires of 25 sheets.

reback /ribk/ verb to take the
leather back off the spine of an old book
and replace it
rebind /riband/ verb to remove an
old binding from a book and replace it
with another one 쑗 The stock of paperback copies have been rebound in PVC.
reback

|

rebind

|

COMMENT:

Rebinding means that the old
covers have to be stripped off, new
covers attached and the pages trimmed
again. At least one or two millimetres will
be lost at each of the three trimmed
edges.

recall /rkɔl/ noun 1. retrieval of a
recall

|

document from an information store 2.
the number of relevant records returned
by a search, expressed as a percentage
of the total number of relevant records
in the database 쐽 verb 1. to request the
return of a library book 2. to bring back
data or text on to the screen of a
computer
‘Extensive
print
management
facilities include the ability to recall
and resize previous copy jobs without
rescanning, and the practical function
of being able to monitor and amend
print queues according to priority.’
[M2 Presswire]
receive /rsiv/ verb to accept things
that are sent or given to you
received opinion /r sivd ə
pnjən/ noun an opinion or method
that is generally accepted as correct
Received Pronunciation /r sivd
prə nnsieʃ(ə)n/ noun the standard
accent of spoken British English with
no regional variations. Abbr RP
receive

|

received opinion

|

|

Received Pronunciation

|

|

|
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recent /ris(ə)nt/ adjective happening

records

record control /rekɔd kən trəυl/

recent

record control

only a short time earlier
recently /ris(ə)ntli/ adverb not long
ago 쑗 her recently-published book
reception /rsepʃən/ noun 1. the
quality of radio or TV signal received 2.
an area for receiving visitors to a
building
receptionist /rsepʃənst/ noun a
person who works in a reception area,
greeting and advising people who arrive
reciprocal /rsprək(ə)l/ adjective
agreed because it is mutually beneficial
쑗 a reciprocal arrangement which
meant they both made a profit
recode /rikəυd/ verb to change the
coding in a retrieval system so that it
will work in another system
recognise /rekə$naz/, recognize
verb to see something and remember
that it has been seen before
recognised fact / rekə$nazd
fkt/ noun a fact which is generally
accepted as true
recognition / rekə$nʃ(ə)n/ noun a
process that allows something to be
recognised
recommend / rekəmend/ verb to
advise that something is good or useful
because you have experience of using it
recondite /rkɒndat/ adjective 1.
requiring a high degree of scholarship
or specialist knowledge to be understood 2. dealing with material that is too
difficult to be understood by those
without special knowledge
reconfigure / rikənf$ə/ verb to
alter the structure of data within a
system
record /rekɔd/ noun 1. a written
account either on paper or in electronic
format 2. a measurement of some
achievement which has not been
surpassed 쑗 We have broken all sales
records with this title. 쐽 verb to write
down or preserve something on film or
tape so that it can be used for later reference
record analysis /rekɔd ə nlss/
noun an analysis of the information
contained in a set of records
record clerk /rekɔd klk/ noun a
person who has the job of filing records

noun a system for organising records so

recently

reception

|

receptionist

|

reciprocal

|

recode

|

recognise

recognised fact

recognition

|

recommend

|

recondite

|

reconfigure

|

record

record analysis

|

record clerk

|

that they can be traced, referred to or
disposed of as necessary
record disposal /rekɔd ds
pəυz(ə)l/ noun the process of
destroying records when they are no
longer needed
recorded information /r kɔrdd
nfəmeʃ(ə)n/ noun information
which has been recorded on tape or disk
record
inventory
/rekɔd
nvent(ə)ri/ noun a list of all the
records held in a system
record disposal

|

recorded information

|

|

record inventory

record

management

record management audit

audit

/rekɔd mndmənt ɔdt/ noun an

official check on the efficiency and
effectiveness of the record management
within an organisation

record
record management manual

management

manual

/rekɔd mndmənt mnjuəl/
noun a book of instructions for users of

the record management system

record
management
programme /rekɔd mndmənt
record management programme

prəυ$rm/ noun a company policy
programme for the control of records

record management software
record management software

/rekɔd
mndmənt sɒftweə/
noun computer software which enables

records to be stored and retrieved
record office /rekɔd ɒfs/ noun a
form of archive library
record
retrieval /rekɔd r
triv(ə)l/ noun the process of finding
documents and making them available
‘[Data
management
software]
PiImageX(TM)
was
developed
specifically to increase efficiencies
associated with underwriting and
claim processing by reducing record
retrieval turnaround times by as much
as 40%.’ [Market Wire]
record office

record retrieval

|

record retrieval management
record retrieval management

/rekɔd r triv(ə)l mndmənt/
noun the organisation and control of
|

record retrieval
records /rekɔdz/ plural noun documents which give information 쑗 The
names and addresses of authors are
kept in the company’s records. 쑗 We find
from our records that our invoice
number 1234 has not been paid.
records
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officer

/rekɔdz nfəmeʃ(ə)n ɒfsə/ noun
1. an archivist who works in a records
office 2. a company information

specialist who manages the record
supply
record storage /rekɔd stɔrd/
noun a system of storing records so that
they can be retrieved easily
record supply /rekɔd sə pla/
noun the provision of records as
required
record transfer /rekɔd trnsf/
noun the process of transferring records
from one system to another
record storage

record supply

|

record transfer

record

transfer

record transfer document

document

/rekɔd trnsf dɒkjυmənt/ noun

a form which gives details of the record
to be transferred and is used for record
control
record update /rekɔd pdet/
noun a system of keeping records up to
date by changing data as necessary
record vault /rekɔd vɔlt/ noun a
secure room where confidential records
can be kept safely
recover /rkvə/ verb 1. to replace a
cover on a document or book which has
been damaged 2. to get back something
that has been lost
‘With a few mouse clicks, even nontechnical end users can selectively
restore a deleted file, recover a
previous version of a file, or
completely restore the hard drive to a
pre-crash working state.’ [M2
Presswire]
recoverable
/rkv(ə)rəb(ə)l/
adjective able to be retrieved after being
lost
recoverable error /r kv(ə)rəb(ə)l
erə/ noun a program error that can be
corrected without causing a computer
program to fail or data to be erased irretrievably. For example, if a user enters
obviously wrong data, the program
might request a different entry.
recovery procedure /rkv(ə)ri
prə sidə/ noun methods of finding
what has been lost, especially when
using a computer
rectify /rektfa/ verb to correct a
mistake
record update

record vault

recover

|

recoverable

|

recoverable error

|

recovery procedure

|

|

rectify

recto /rektəυ/ noun the right-hand
recto

page of a book, usually given an odd
number
recur /rk/ verb to happen again
once or several times
recurring
subject
/r krŋ
sbjekt/ noun an item in a record
system that appears many times
redefine / ridfan/ verb to change
the function or value assigned to a variable
redirect / ridarekt/ verb 1. (in
computing) to send a message to its
destination by an alternative route 2. to
send mail to a new address after it has
been delivered to the old one
red tape / red tep/ noun official
rules and regulations which seem to
have no obvious value
reduce /rdjus/ verb to make something smaller in amount
reduction /rdkʃən/ noun the act of
reducing something such as size or cost
쑗 They were able to make a 75% reduction of the document on the photocopier
so fewer copies were needed and the
cost was less.
redundancy /rdndənsi/ noun
words or symbols that do not add to
meaning
redundant /rdndənt/ adjective 1.
no longer needed because it has been
replaced by a more up-to-date version 2.
able to be removed from data without
losing any information
reel /ril/ noun a circular holder around
which tape can be wound
reel off / ril ɒf/ verb to repeat information quickly from memory
reel to reel / ril tə ril/ adjective
playing data on one tape on to another
without enclosing it in a cassette
referee / refəri/ noun a person who
provides information about whether
somebody known to them is suitable for
a particular job
reference /ref(ə)rəns/ noun 1. a
letter written by a person to support
somebody’s application for a job 2.
coded information which tells you
where to find a document or stored item
쑗 our reference: PC/MS 1234 쑗 Please
quote this reference in all correspondrecur

|

recurring subject

|

redefine

|

redirect

|

red tape

reduce

|

reduction

|

redundancy

|

redundant

|

reel

reel off

reel to reel

referee

|

reference
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ence. 3. an acknowledgement of somebody else’s work quoted in a written
document 4. a source of information,
e.g. a dictionary or an encyclopedia 쑗 a
reference book 5. a note directing a
reader’s attention to another source of
information
reference book /ref(ə)rəns bυk/
noun an information book such as a
dictionary, encyclopedia or directory in
which you can look things up
reference collection /ref(ə)rəns
kə lekʃ(ə)n/ noun books in a library
which can only be used within the
library and cannot be borrowed
reference database /ref(ə)rəns
detəbes/ noun a large database
which can be searched for information
on a particular subject
reference interview /ref(ə)rəns
ntəvju/ noun a discussion between a
user and the reference librarian to establish exactly what information is
required
reference librarian /ref(ə)rəns la
breəriən/ noun a qualified person who
works in a reference library to control
the retrieval systems and supply information
reference
library /ref(ə)rəns
labrəri/ noun a library where the
books and documents can only be used
within the building and cannot be
borrowed
‘Although copies of the sought-after
video are not for sale, a copy is
available to borrow from Crownhill
Library. Copies are also held by the
central reference library, and by local
schools in the area.’ [Evening Herald]
reference manual /ref(ə)rəns
mnjuəl/ noun a book of instructions
about how to use a machine which can
be referred to when learning how to use
the machine or when problems occur
reference mark /ref(ə)rəns mɑk/
noun a typographical symbol used to
draw the attention of a reader to a note
or bibliographical entry, e.g. an asterisk
or number
reference material /ref(ə)rəns mə
təriəl/ noun books, documents and
materials kept in a reference library or
designated area
reference book

reference collection

|

reference database

reference interview

reference librarian

|

reference library

reference manual

reference mark

reference material

|

register

number /ref(ə)rəns
nmbə/ noun a number or letter that
identifies a document and makes it
easier to find when it has been filed

reference number

reference

reference request form

reference

request

form

/ ref(ə)rəns rikwest fɔm/ noun a
|

form which users fill in to give details of
exactly which reference books or documents they require to be fetched from
stock
reference source /ref(ə)rəns sɔs/
noun any source of information which
can be searched
reference tool /ref(ə)rəns tul/
noun an index or retrieval system which
helps the user to search for information
referral /rfrəl/ noun the act of
sending something or somebody to a
person who is better able to deal with
them
referral centre /rfrəl sentə/
noun an organisation which directs
researchers to information and appropriate sources but does not supply documents
refer to /rf tu/ verb 1. to mention,
deal with or write about something 쑗
She referred to an article which she had
seen in the Times. 2. to pass a question
on to someone else to decide
reformat /rifɔmt/ verb to format a
computer floppy disk and so erase any
data on it
refresh /rfreʃ/ verb to update an
electronic device, especially a visual
display unit or active memory chip, with
data
refusal /rfjuz(ə)l/ noun a deliberate
statement that you will not do, say or
allow something
regenerate /rdenəret/ verb to
reactivate something after a period of
decline, so that it is improved
register /redstə/ noun 1. an official
list of things such as names or events 2.
a ribbon attached to the binding of a
book to act as a bookmark 3. the fact of
being correctly aligned with something
else on a page 쑗 The text is in register
with the image. 쑗 The running heads are
out of register. 쐽 verb to make a record
of something on an official list 왍 to
reference source

reference tool

referral

|

referral centre

|

refer to

|

reformat

|

refresh

|

refusal

|

regenerate

|

register
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register for to put one’s name on an
official list for something
registration / redstreʃ(ə)n/ noun
the act of recording something on an
official list
registration card / redstreʃ(ə)n
kɑd/ noun a card that is filled in with
personal details to register for membership of something
regress /r$res/ verb to return to an
earlier bad position
regular /re$jυlə/ noun a person who
frequently uses the same services 쐽
adjective happening at equal intervals
regular edition /re$jυlə  dʃ(ə)n/
noun an ordinary edition, as opposed to
a particular type such as a de luxe or
book club edition
regulate /re$jυlet/ verb to control
the behaviour of a situation or a
machine
reimburse / rimbs/ verb to pay
back money spent by somebody else
while they were doing something for
you
reinforced binding / rinfɔst
bandŋ/ noun a binding which is
strengthened at the joints for heavy
wear as in a library, or for a particularly
heavy book
reinstate / rinstet/ verb to give
somebody back a job that has previously been taken away
reissue /riʃu/ noun a book or
document that is made available again
after a period of time 쐽 verb to produce
or publish again something that has not
been available for a long time
reject noun /ridekt/ a product that
is not up to standard, so is sold cheaply
or not at all 쐽 verb /rdekt/ to refuse
to accept something
rekey /riki/ verb to re-enter lost text
or data into a computer, or input text or
data in a different form, using a
keyboard
relate /rlet/ verb to show the
connection between two things
related work /r letd wk/ noun a
document which has some connection
with another, e.g. a supplement or
sequel
registration

|

registration card

|

regress

|

regular

regular edition

|

regulate

reimburse

|

reinforced binding

reinstate

|

reissue

|

reject

|

rekey

|

relate

|

related work

|

relational /rleʃ(ə)nəl/ adjective
relational

|

relating to a way of organising and
presenting information in a database so
that the user perceives it as a set of
tables
relational database /r leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
detəbes/ noun a database in which
all the items of data can be interconnected. Data is retrieved by using one
item of data to search for a related field.
relational index /r leʃ(ə)n(ə)l
ndeks/ noun an index which shows
the relationship between works by the
use of symbols
relationship /rleʃ(ə)nʃp/ noun
the way in which two things are
connected or linked together
relative /relətv/ adjective relating to
the qualities of something by comparing
it with something else
relative clause /relətv klɔz/ noun
a clause that refers to and provides additional information about a preceding
noun or pronoun, often beginning with a
relative pronoun such as ‘who’, ‘which’
or ‘that’
relatively /relətvli/ adverb in
comparison to other things 쑗 A relatively small number applied this year
compared to last year.
relay /rile/ verb to transmit, broadcast or repeat what has been said or
written
release /rlis/ verb to make something available
relevance /reləv(ə)ns/ noun the
relationship to the subject
‘To the best of my knowledge no one
has yet conducted tests on the recall
and relevance ratios of Web site
searches conducted using search
engines, but it certainly seems that
though with diligence and luck recall
may be high, relevance is likely to be
extremely
low.’
[Information
Technology and Libraries]
relevance
ratio
/reləv(ə)ns
reʃiəυ/ noun the number of documents wanted in relation to the number
retrieved which are relevant to the
subject searched
relational database

|

relational index

|

relationship

|

relative

relative clause

relatively

relay

release

|

relevance

relevance ratio
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/reləv(ə)nt/
adjective
connected with and appropriate for
what is being discussed or written about
reliability /r laəblti/ noun the
quality of being reliable
reliable /rlaəb(ə)l/ adjective able to
be trusted or depended on to function or
behave as expected
relocate / riləυket/ verb to move
data, people or an organisation from one
place to another
reluctant user /r lktənt juzə/
noun somebody who is forced to use a
service but does not want to 쑗 Some
children are reluctant users of the
school library.
remainder /rmendə/ noun 1.
something left when demand has fallen
2. a book sold cheaply to clear stock 쐽
verb to deal with a book as a remainder
remaindered publication /r
mendəd pblkeʃ(ə)n/ noun a
book that will not be reprinted because
demand has almost ceased and so the
stock is sold cheaply
remedial
/rmidiəl/
adjective
designed to correct a damaged situation
or previous learning failure
remedy /remədi/ noun a successful
way of dealing with a difficult situation
remote access /r məυt kses/
noun access that is gained to a computer
by means of a separate terminal
remote control /r məυt kəntrəυl/
noun a system of controlling a device
from a distance by means of radio or
electronic signals 쑗 Using remote
control she could listen to her answerphone messages when she was away
from the office.
removable /rmuvəb(ə)l/ adjective
able to be taken away 쑗 The records
which were no longer needed were
removable.
rename /rinem/ verb to give a
different name to somebody or something 쑗 They renamed all the computer
files when they reorganised the system.
renew /rnju/ verb to extend the
period of time for which a contract or a
loan is valid 쑗 They were told that they
could not renew their books because
relevant

relevant
reliability

|

|

reliable

|

relocate

|

reluctant user

|

remainder

|
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|

|
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|
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|
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|
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|
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|
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|

|

reprint
they had been reserved by another
reader.
renumber /sɒnk/ verb to change the
numbers on items or within a system
repaginate /ripdnet/ verb to
change the numbers on the pages in a
document
repetitive /rpettv/ adjective
repeated many times
repetitive letter /r pettv letə/
noun a standard letter which is reprinted
with a different name and address each
time
replace /rples/ verb 1. to put something back where it was before 2. to put
a new item in the place of one that is
broken, worn out or unsuitable 쑗 The
third paragraph should be deleted and
replaced by the new text as shown.
replacement /rplesmənt/ noun a
person or thing that takes the place of
another 쑗 The new library book was a
replacement for the one that was lost.
replace mode /rples məυd/ noun
an interactive computer mode in which
new text entered replaces any previous
text
replicate /replket/ verb to make an
exact copy of something such as an
action or research method
report /rpɔt/ noun a formal document that discusses a particular subject
or states exactly what happened
report
generator
/rpɔt
denəretə/ noun a word-processing
facility for producing business reports
on personal computers
repository /rpɒzt(ə)ri/ noun a
book or archive store
representations
/ reprzen
teʃ(ə)nz/ plural noun a formal
request, complaint or statement made to
an official body
representative
/ reprzentətv/
noun a person who acts on behalf of
another or of a group
reprint noun /riprnt/ copies of a
book made from the original, but with a
note in the publication details of the
date of reprinting and possibly a new
title page and cover design 쐽 verb /ri
prnt/ to print more copies of a book
after all the others have been sold
renumber

repaginate

|

repetitive

|

repetitive letter

|

replace

|

replacement

|

replace mode

|

replicate

report

|

report generator

|

repository

|

representations

|

representative

|

reprint

|
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/riprntŋ/

reprinting

reprinting

research establishment /rstʃ
research establishment

adjective

|

|

relating to a note indicating that a book
cannot be supplied because it is being
reprinted
reproduce / riprədjus/ verb to
produce copies of an item
reprographic equipment / riprə
$rfk  kwpmənt/ noun machines
such as photocopiers used to produce
copies of documents and materials
reprography /rprɒ$rəfi/ noun the
technique of producing copies
request /rkwest/ verb to ask
formally for something
request
document /rkwest
dɒkjυmənt/ noun 1. a form which
must be filled in asking for a restricted
document 2. a document that has been
requested for use in a closed access
system
request form /rkwest fɔm/ noun a
form that is filled in to ask for an item
which is not immediately available
require /rkwaə/ verb 1. to need
something 2. to demand something
from somebody 왍 to be required to do
to have to do something because of a
rule or regulation
requirement /rkwaəmənt/ noun
something that is essential in order to do
what you want
requisite /rekwzt/ adjective necessary for a particular purpose 쑗 They
needed time to collect the requisite
number of references.
re-run /rirn/ noun a film or
programme that is shown again
research /rstʃ/ noun work that is
done to investigate something 쐽 verb to
investigate a field of study and discover
new facts about it
research and development /r
stʃ ən dveləpmənt/ noun work in
an organisation which researches new
products or services and makes recommendations. Abbr R&D
research assistant /rstʃ ə
sstənt/ noun a person who helps a
writer by doing research for him or her
researcher /rstʃə/ noun a person
who carries out research
reproduce

|

reprographic equipment

|

|

reprography

|

request

|

request document

|

request form

|

require

|

requirement

|

requisite

re-run

research

|

research and development

|

|

research assistant

|

researcher

|

|

es tblʃmənt/ noun an institution
devoted to the work of research in a
particular subject area
research tool /rstʃ tul/ noun a
system of discovering or measuring
facts, e.g. a questionnaire
‘England’s 149 public library
authorities are being encouraged to
save money by using a new online
reference tool from the Museums,
Libraries and Archives Council, the
first initiative of its kind in the
country.’ [Datamonitor NewsWire]
reserve /rzv/ noun a supply of
things kept for use if the regular
supplies have been used before replacements can be obtained
reserve collection /rzv kə
lekʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a set of books for
which there is little demand and which
are kept in a closed store 2. a set of
books for which there is heavy demand
as in an academic library and which are
put in a short loan collection for limited
period loan
reserved book /rzvd bυk/ noun
a book that has been specially requested
to be obtained as it is not available at the
time of the request
reset /riset/ verb to return a system
to its original state so that it can start
again
resident font / rezd(ə)nt fɒnt/
noun font data which is always present
in a printer or device and which does not
have to be downloaded
residual
/rzdjuəl/
adjective
remaining after everything else has been
used
resist /rzst/ verb to refuse to accept
or do something and even try to prevent
it happening
resistance to change /r zstəns
tə tʃend/ noun a refusal to accept
changes often in working conditions or
practices
resolution / rezəluʃ(ə)n/ noun 1. a
formal decision taken at a meeting by
means of a vote 2. the solving of a
problem 쑗 The resolution of her difficulties with the immigration authorities
took a long time.
|

research tool

|

reserve

|

reserve collection

|

|

reserved book

|

reset

|

resident font

residual

|

resist

|

resistance to change

|

resolution

|
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resource /rzɔs/ noun information
in a variety of formats which is useful
and available
Resource /rzɔs/ noun 쏡 Museums,
resource

|

Resource

|

Libraries and Archives Council
resource-based learning /r zɔs
best lnŋ/ noun a method of
resource-based learning

|

teaching in which the student is allowed
free access to resources in order to solve
problems or undertake research on set
topics
resource centre /rzɔs sentə/
noun a collection of books and audiovisual materials which is organised for
people to use in schools or universities
respond /rspɒnd/ verb to reply or
react to something said or done
response /rspɒns/ noun a reaction
or reply to an event, action or statement
response rates /rspɒns rets/
plural noun the percentage of people
who reply to a questionnaire or survey
responsibility
/r spɒnsblti/
noun 왍 have responsibility for to have
a duty to deal with a situation or person
because of one’s position
responsible /rspɒnsb(ə)l/ adjective involving important duties and the
need to make decisions 왍 be responsible to to work under a controlling
person or body and have to report to
them
restart /ristɑt/ verb to begin again,
often used as an option in computer
systems
restore /rstɔ/ verb to return things
to their previous state, position or owner
restrict /rstrkt/ verb to limit something so that only a specific person or
group can have access to it
restricted /rstrktd/ adjective
limited to particular uses or people
restricted access /rstrktd
kses/ adjective only allowed to be
seen or used by named individuals or
groups 쑗 If the information is classified
as restricted access, only members can
use it.
result /rzlt/ noun the outcome of an
event or activity 쑗 The results of her
exams were so good that she was given
a scholarship for further study.
resource centre

|

respond

|

response

|

response rates

|

responsibility

|

|

responsible

|

restart

|

restore

|

restrict

|

restricted

|

restricted access

|

result

|

return on investment

retailer /ritelə/ noun a person who
retailer

sells goods to the public

retainer /rtenə/ noun a fee paid to
retainer

|

somebody so that they will be available
to work for you when required
retention schedule /rtenʃ(ə)n
ʃedjul/ noun a list of documents held
for reference
retouch /rittʃ/ verb to improve a
photograph, painting or surface by
painting over parts of it
retrain /ritren/ verb to teach somebody new skills, or learn new skills
retrieval /rtriv(ə)l/ noun the
process of finding items that have been
stored
retrieval
system
/rtriv(ə)l
sstəm/ noun a system of organising
items so that information can be found
quickly and easily
‘Uttlesford District Council required a
back-up and retrieval system to meet
legislative
demands
regarding
information management and to more
cost-effectively
and
efficiently
manage data. Data growth was
outstripping capacity and the council
needed to comply with government
guidelines to make information
available online.’ [Computer Weekly]
retrieve /rtriv/ verb to get something back from where it has been
stored
retrospective
/ retrəυspektv/
adjective concerned with things that
take effect from an earlier date than
when the decision is made 쑗 The
changes in the salary structure will be
retrospective to last April.
return /rtn/ noun the act of giving
something back 쑗 The date for the
return of all the library books is next
week. 쐽 verb to give something back or
to change it so that it is in its earlier state
again 쑗 to return the company to its
former position by investing a large
amount of capital
return key /rtn ki/ noun a key on
a computer keyboard which gives the
instruction for the machine to process
the data entered
return on investment /r tn ɒn
nvestmənt/ noun a profit made by
retention schedule

|

retouch

|

retrain

|

retrieval

|

retrieval system

|

retrieve

|

retrospective

|

return

|

return key

|

return on investment

|

|
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investing money in something which is
financially successful. Abbr ROI
retype /ritap/ verb to type a word,
phrase or document again, usually in
order to make changes or to correct
errors
revealing /rvilŋ/ adjective giving
away new, surprising or valuable information
revert /rvt/ verb to return to an
earlier state or system 쑗 Although they
spoke slowly to the foreigner at first they
soon reverted to their normal speed of
talking.
review /rvju/ noun an evaluation of
a book or other publication or a
performance 쐽 verb to look again at a
situation to assess what can be done
review copy /rvju kɒpi/ noun a
copy of a book given to a reviewer
revise /rvaz/ verb 1. to change
something so that it is more accurate 2.
to go over work done earlier in order to
learn it more thoroughly
revised edition /rvasd  dʃ(ə)n/
noun a book that has been reprinted
with some changes, usually to bring it
up to date
revised plan /r vasd pln/ noun a
plan that has been changed after consideration in order to make it more suitable
for the task to be done
revision /rv(ə)n/ noun 1. the
improvement and correction of a text 2.
a change which is made to improve
something 3. the activity of re-learning
work in order to do an examination
reward /rwɔd/ noun something
given in return for doing a thing well
rewrite /rirat/ verb to write something again with improvements
RFID /ɑfd/ noun an electronic
tracking chip which can be attached to
books so that they can be automatically
checked in and out. Full form Radio
retype

|

revealing

|

revert

|

review

|

review copy

|

revise

|

revised edition

|

|

revised plan

|

revision

|

reward

|

rewrite

|

RFID

Frequency Identification

|

right-hand corner

right justification

|

right justify

rights

rigmarole

ring back

ring binder

ring off

ring up

risk

RLOGIN

|

ro

road atlas

rhetorical question /r tɒrk(ə)l
kwestʃən/ noun a question that is used
as a statement and does not expect an
answer
rhyming
dictionary /ramŋ
dkʃ(ə)nəri/ noun a dictionary which
rhetorical question

|

rhyming dictionary

organises words in groups of rhymes so
that they are useful for writers of poetry
right aligned / rat əland/ adjective
with the right-hand margin straight
right-hand corner / rat hnd
kɔnə/ noun the top or bottom corner at
the right side of a page or envelope
right justification / rat dstf
keʃ(ə)n/ noun the process of aligning
the right-hand margin on a piece of text
so that the edge is straight
right justify / rat dstfa/ verb to
use a computer program to ensure that
the right-hand margins of text are
straight
rights /rats/ plural noun the legal
right to publish something such as a
book, picture or extract from a text
rigmarole /r$mərəυl/ noun a long,
complicated story or procedure 쑗 She
told me some rigmarole about having
lost her ticket.
ring back / rŋ bk/ verb to telephone somebody after they have telephoned you first
ring binder /rŋ bandə/ noun a
binder made of two hard covers with a
ring attachment into which papers can
be put, with holes punched in each sheet
of paper to slip over the metal rings
ring off / rŋ ɒf/ verb to finish a telephone call and replace the receiver
ring up / rŋ p/ verb to telephone
somebody
risk /rsk/ noun the danger or chance
of loss or injury 왍 at your own risk
doing something with understanding of
the danger and accepting responsibility
for the outcome 쐽 verb to do something
even though you know it may have
dangerous or unpleasant results
RLOGIN /ɑ lɒ$n/ noun a gateway to
Internet files. 쒁 Telnet
ro abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Romania
road atlas /rəυd tləs/, road map
/rəυd mp/ noun a map which shows
the roads that are passable by motor
traffic but does not include very small
roads or paths
road plan /rəυd pln/ noun a map
showing all the roads in an area
right aligned

road plan
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rogue site /rəυ$ sat/ noun a
website that acquires visitors by having
a domain name similar to that of a
popular site
ROI abbreviation return on investment
role /rəυl/ noun a function or position
within an organisation
role playing /rəυl pleŋ/ noun the
activity of acting out the behaviour of
somebody different from oneself as part
of a training exercise
roll call /rəυl kɔl/ noun a way of
checking the people present by calling
out their names and waiting for them to
answer
rolling header /rəυlŋ hedə/,
rolling footer / rəυlŋ fυtə/ noun a
title that is repeated at the top or bottom
of every page in a document
roll of film / rəυl əv flm/ noun a
length of film wound round itself and
ready for use in a camera
ROM /rɒm/ noun a computer system
which allows data to be read but not
edited. Full form read only memory. 쒁
rogue site

ROI

role

role playing

roll call

rolling header

roll of film

ROM

CD-ROM (NOTE: There is no plural for
ROM, and it is often used without the
article: The file is stored in ROM.)
Roman /rəυmən/ adjective referring
Roman

to ancient Italy, and especially to the
Latin script
Romance language /rəmns
lŋ$wd/ noun any of the European
languages that are almost entirely based
on Latin, including French, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese and Romanian
romanisation / rəυmənazeʃ(ə)n/,
romanization noun transliterating a
non-Western script into Roman characters
romanise /rəυmənaz/, romanize
verb to transliterate a non-Western
script into Roman characters 쑗 a
Romanised version of Chinese
Roman
numerals
/ rəυmən
njumərəlz/, Roman figures noun
figures written I, II, III, IV, or i, ii, iii, iv,
etc. (as opposed to Arabic numerals
such as 1, 2, 3, 4)
ROM cartridge /rɒm kɑtrd/
noun software stored in a ROM
mounted in a cartridge that can be easily
plugged into a computer
Romance language

|

romanisation

|

romanise

Roman numerals

ROM cartridge

royal

roster /rɒstə/ 쏡 rota
rota /rəυtə/ noun a list of people who
roster

rota

take turns to do a job 쑗 According to the
rota it will be my turn to work late at the
library on Friday.
rotate /rəυtet/ verb 1. to move in a
circular way 2. to take turns to do a job
until everyone has had a turn before
starting again with the first one
rough trimmed / rf trmd/ adjective relating to an art book whose pages
are not all trimmed to the same measure,
e.g. where only the excessively long or
wide pages are trimmed
round off / raυnd ɒf/, round down
/ raυnd daυn/ verb to approximate a
number to a slightly lower one, e.g. 1.2
becomes 1
round up / raυnd p/ verb to approximate a number to a slightly higher one,
e.g. 1.9 becomes 2
roundup /raυndp/ noun a summary
of everything that has been said and
shown before 쑗 The newscaster gave a
roundup of the evening’s news.
routeing /rutŋ/ noun distribution of
written information among members of
staff according to a routeing list
routeing list /rutŋ lst/ noun a list
of names attached to the front cover of a
document which is passed round several
people to be read
routine /rutin/ adjective done every
day as a regular part of one’s job 쐽 noun
a procedure which, if followed, helps to
perform tasks in an efficient and organised way
‘In practice, Knowledge Management
encompasses both technological tools
and organizational routines in
overlapping
parts.
Knowledge
Management is not just about creating
a new department and implementing
technology but rather about a change
management
process.’
[M2
Presswire]
row /rəυ/ noun a horizontal line in a
table, as opposed to columns which are
vertical
royal /rɔəl/ adjective a traditional
size of book and paper (25 x 20 inches)
rotate

|

rough trimmed

round off

round up

roundup

routeing

routeing list

routine

|

row

royal

COMMENT:

The metric royal paper sizes
are: royal octavo (234 x 156mm), royal
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RP
quarto (312 x 237mm); the quad royal
sheet is (1272 x 960mm).

RP abbreviation 1. reprinting 2.
RP

Received Pronunciation
RSS noun a format which allows
pieces of microcontent to be sent as an
automatic feed from their source to
another website or a handset device.
Full form Really Simple Syndication
RTF noun a text file format which
includes text commands that describe
the page, type, font and formatting 쑗
The RTF format allows formatted pages
to be exchanged between different
word-processing software. Full form
RSS

RTF

rich text format
.rtf suffix a file extension for an RTF file
ru abbreviation in Internet addresses,
.rtf

ru

the top-level domain for Russian Federation
rubber-stamp / rbə stmp/ verb
to agree to something without discussion or thought 쐽 noun a small block of
rubber, metal or wood which is used in
combination with ink to make a mark on
something to show that it is official or to
show ownership
rubric /rubrk/ noun a set of rules or
instructions like those at the beginning
of an examination paper
rule /rul/ noun a regulation telling
what is and is not allowed
rubber-stamp

rubric

rule
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ruled paper /ruld pepə/ noun
ruled paper

paper that has lines printed on it for
writing on
ruler /rulə/ noun a long, flat object
calibrated in inches or centimetres
which is used for measuring or drawing
straight lines
ruling /rulŋ/ noun an official decision which must be obeyed
run /rn/ verb 1. to take charge of and
be responsible for an organisation or
activity 쑗 The head librarian will be
running the next course. 2. to make a
machine work 쑗 They run the computer
every day. 3. 왍 to run risks to do things
even though you realise the result may
be dangerous or not what you expect 쐽
noun 왍 in the long run over a long
period of time 왍 in the short run in the
near future
run down / rn daυn/ verb 1. to
reduce the amount of work done by a
department or organisation 2. to criticise somebody aggressively
run-down / rn daυn/ adjective in
poor condition
running title / rnŋ tat(ə)l/ noun a
title that appears throughout a book or
document at the top of each page
rw abbreviation in Internet addresses,
the top-level domain for Rwanda
ruler

ruling

run

run down

run-down

running title

rw

